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Abstract: Forensics suggests that the utilization of science and technology within the investigation and institution of facts. Therefore
the video or completely different pictures will be transmission to and reconverted into another video by another laptop. Processed crime
scene investigation (in some cases referred to as advanced legal science) could be a branch of measurable science as well as the recovery
and examination of structure found in processed gadgets. Digital video forensics is a brand new research field which aims at validating
the authenticity of videos by recovering information about their history. The fundamental problems which research found in the
literature can be categorized into the natural, forgery detection, flow mapping, and source identification. Therefore, the originality and
authenticity of videos or data in many cases become challenging problem. We propose several new digital forensic techniques to detect
evidence of editing in digital multimedia content. We use Optical flow, DWT and different filters for forensic tasks such as identifying
cut-and-paste forgeries from JPEG compressed videos and SIFT. This SIFT based technique is dependent on feature extraction by
using key point detection. This method is mostly used to Detection of malicious manipulation with digital videos (digital forgeries) in
case of copy-move attack. The proposed work has been found effective result as comparison to exiting model. In exiting model 98.2143
precision value is calculated while in proposed model we get the value of precision 99.2454.The proposed model get more forgery frame
as compared to exiting model. These calculations are not a similar because the previously estimated calculation within the approach that
they are connected on the complete frame to concentrate highlights rather than separating the frame into the squares. From the above
forgery problem resolving we are using MATLAB toolbox and we are getting the 97% accuracy of the work.
Keywords: Image, DWT, Forgery, Sift, Optical Flow, MATLAB etc.

1. Introduction

2. Tampering of Video

In today’s digital age, our daily life is permeated with digital
multimedia content as one of the principal means for
communication. As a matter of fact, such information can be
created, stored, transmitted and processed in digital format
in an extremely easy way, thanks to the wide spread of lowcost cameras and computers and user-friendly editing tools.
The broad accessibility of the Internet combined with the
effortlessly accessible video and video catching gadgets, for
example, low-value cameras, advanced camcorders and
CCTVs have ended up essential part of the general public.
Advancements in visual (video) innovations, for example,
pressure, transmission, stockpiling, recovery, and videoconferencing have caused from various perspectives to the
general public. In the financial learning and exploratory
advancement, the recordings and recordings accessible at
different video sharing and long range interpersonal
communication sites (like YouTube, Face Book, and so
forth.) are assuming a critical part. Other than this, different
applications like amusement industry, video observation,
lawful confirmation, political recordings, video instructional
exercises, commercials, and so on mean their uncommon
part in today's connection[1]. Aside from numerous great
things, there are some darker sides of visual (video) data, for
example, abuse or the wrong projection of data through
recordings. One of them is video altering, where a
counterfeiter can deliberately control genuine (real or
unique) recordings to make altered or doctored or fake
recordings for negligence [3].

Video signs are spatial-transient signs or basically expressed
a grouping of time changing recordings. The data they pass
on is "visual". A monochromatic still video can be
scientifically spoken to by x (h, v), where x is the power
esteem at the flat area h and vertical area v. The
monochromatic video sign can be spoken to by x (h, v, t),
where x is the power esteem at the h level, v vertical and t
transient areas separately. Video altering is generally new
region when contrasted with video doctoring as it is as old as
the specialty of photography itself where we have various
rates of genuine instances of fake photos [04]. Altering the
computerized video is only adjusting or changing the
substance of recordings. This should be possible by different
techniques which are introduced in taking after subsections.
While altering a video, goal of a falsifier is to make an
altered or doctored or fake video from genuine or real or
unique video. These genuine recordings are the hotspot for
making altered recordings. The earnestness of video altering
relies on upon how and where these altered recordings must
be utilized. Court trials are a standout amongst the most
generally utilized application territories where these altered
recordings are exhibited as proof to delude the court
procedures. Subsequently, at whatever point recordings are
displayed as proof amid court trials, their genuineness are to
be analyzed before considering them as confirmation [04].
While tampering a video, objective of a forger is to create a
tampered or doctored or fake video from real or actual or
original video. These real videos are the source for creating
tampered videos. Tampering can be done either on a single
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video (i.e. single source) or on multiple videos (i.e. many
sources) [2] In Figure Joseph Goebbels was erased from the
photo which was captured in 1937 during the meet of Hitler
and Leni Riefenstahl. First photo is the doctored photo
whereas second one is the original photo of that meet [12].

excellent tempering will elude human perception whereas
statistical or mathematical characteristics of the video have
been altered.

Figure 1.2: Approaches to Video Forgery Detection

(a) tampered image
(b) original image
Figure 1: Example of Copy-Move forgery [12]
Tempering Attacks in Video
a) Spatial Tempering: A forger can tamper source videos
spatially by manipulating pixel bits within a video frame
or across the video frames (i.e. set of adjacent frames).
b) Temporal Tempering: A forger can tamper source videos
by disturbing the frame sequence through frames
replacement, frames addition, and by the removal of
video frames.
c) Spatio-Temporal Tempering: A forger can tamper videos
in combination of both spatial and temporal domain by
manipulating pixel bits within a video frame or across the
video frames as well as disturb the frame sequence[5].

4. Optical Flow for Motion Estimation in
Video
Optical flow is the distribution of the apparent velocities of
objects in an image. By estimating optical flow between
video frames, you can measure the velocities of objects in
the video. In general, moving objects that are closer to the
camera will display more apparent motion than distant
objects that are moving at the same speed.
Optical flow estimation is used in computer vision to
characterize and quantify the motion of objects in a video
stream, often for motion-based object detection and tracking
systems.

3. Video Forgery Detection
Digital video offer many attributes for tamper detection
algorithms to take advantage of, specifically the color and
brightness of individual pixels as well as the resolution and
format. These properties provide scope for the analysis and
comparison between the fundamentals of digital forgeries in
an effort to develop a better algorithm for detecting
tampering in a video.
Two types of video forensics schemes are widely used for
video forgery detection: Active schemes and Passive
schemes. In the active schemes, a watermark is used to
detect tampering. However, this scheme needs a facility to
embed the watermark [3]. On contrary, the Passive schemes
extract some intrinsic characteristics of video to detect the
tampered regions.
Video forgery detection seeks to find evidence of tempering
by evaluating the authenticity of digital video evidence.
Approach to video forgery detection in the literature can be
categorized into active detection and passive detection as
seen in Fig 1.2. Active video forgery detection is mainly
based on watermark and digital signature. This has seen
active research in the world of digital community for years
and has recorded a significant progress [8]. Passive video
forgery detection aims at extracting internal features of a
video for the purpose of detecting forgery. This is because

Figure 1.3: Optical flow estimation to obtain motion vectors
(left) and pixel velocity magnitudes (right)[17].

5. Introduction
to
Discrete
Transforms (DWT)

Wavelet

In wavelet analysis, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
decomposes a signal into a set of mutually orthogonal
wavelet basis functions. These functions differ from
sinusoidal basis functions in that they are spatially localized
– that is, nonzero over only part of the total signal length.
Furthermore, wavelet functions are dilated, translated and
scaled versions of a a common function _, known as the
mother wavelet [18]. As is the case in Fourier analysis, the
DWT is invertible, so that the original signal can be
completely recovered from its DWT representation. Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) is introduced to overcome the
redundancy problem of CWT. The approach is to scale and
translate the wavelets in discrete steps as given in equation
𝐷𝑊𝑇 𝜏0 , 𝑠0 =
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Where𝑠0 is the scaling factor,𝜏0 is the translating factor, k
and j are just integers. By applying DWT, the Frame is
actually decomposed into four sub-bands corresponding to
different resolution levels and orientation.

6. Introduction to Scale Invariant Features
Transform (SIFT)
Scale-invariant feature transform (or SIFT) is an algorithm
in computer vision to detect and describe local features in
images. The algorithm was published by David Lowe in
1999.[16]
For any object in an image, interesting points on the object
can be extracted to provide a "feature description" of the
object. This description, extracted from a training image, can
then be used to identify the object when attempting to locate
the object in a test image containing many other objects. To
perform reliable recognition, it is important that the features
extracted from the training image be detectable even under
changes in image scale, noise and illumination. Such points
usually lie on high-contrast regions of the image, such as
object edges.
This algorithm is one of the most widely used one for frame
feature extraction. SIFT extracts frame features, that are
stable over frame translation, rotation and scaling and
somewhat invariant to changes in the illumination and
camera viewpoint[16].
The SIFT algorithm has four major phases
a) Extrema Detection
b) Keypoint Localization
c) Orientation Assignment
d) Keypoint Descriptor Generation.

7. Proposed Work
The major improvement in this work is to detect the forgery
part with the help of Key point features and the optical flow
algorithm. The optical flow algorithm is the existing
algorithm and we have to modify the existing algorithm with
the help of DWT and the Sift and Optical flow. In this work
DWT is used to compress the images and optical flow is
used to detect the flow of the moving objects and the forgery
object. But the sift technique is used to detect the key
features of the original image and the forgery image. The
existing algorithm is compared with the new algorithm with
precision, recall and total original frame and the detected
forgery frame in the input video.

8. Methodology of Work
In methodology section the flowchart of proposed protocol
is discussed as in figure 4. It started with the MATLAB
toolbox. In which the forgery video is taken as the input
video. After that the frame separation is applied to separate
the frames of the video. When the frame is separated the
optical flow is applied and DWT and Sift is applied to detect
the forgery frame.
Algorithm
Step 1: Read the color forgery video from dataset .
Step 2: Apply the frame separation to separate the frames
with the help of :
nFrames = videoObj.NumberOfFrames;
vidHeight = videoObj.Height;
vidWidth = videoObj.Width;
T_frames=nFrames-1;
Step 3: Write the number of frames into original folder.
Step 4 :Apply fspecial filter to remove the Gaussian noise .
Step 5: Apply imfilter to reduced the replication and noise.
Step6:Apply optical flow to detect the forgery frame.
Step7: Apply shift to matching the feature points in forgery
frames.
Step 8: Apply DWT to decompose the forgery video frame.
Step 9: Get the forgery video as output.
Step 10 : Get the different parameters.

Figure 1.4: Major phases of the SIFT algorithm
SIFT can robustly identify objects even among clutter and
under partial occlusion, because the SIFT feature descriptor
is invariant to uniform scaling, orientation, and partially
invariant to affine distortion and illumination changes. This
section summarizes Lowe's object recognition method and
mentions a few competing techniques available for object
recognition under clutter and partial occlusion.
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Figure 1.6: Input window of the work
The figure 1.6 is the input GUI windows that have many
buttons and each button perform the different operations. In
this window the video is processed or read operation is
applied.
Optical flow
The figure 1.7 is the detection of the optical flow on the
input forgery frame. when is input frame is processed with
the help of frequency and the pixel value. Then the flow of
the moving objects the detected. It is processed from the
minimum point to the maximum point of the frame.

Figure 1.5: Flow chart of work planning
Figure 1.5 represents the flow chart for purposed work that
has been done for forgery detection using optical flow, SIFT
and DWT. In the forgery detection system first the forgery
video is taken as the input video. After that the frame
separation is applied to separate the frames of the video.
When the frame is separated the optical flow is applied to
detect the motion of the input frame of the video. The ROI
algorithm is applied to detected the forgery part of the video
frame with the help of input video frame. The after that
DWT and Sift is applied to detect the forgery frame with
compression because some time video is compressed so that
the lay man is unable to identify the forgery frame. That is
why DWT and Sift is merged and forgery part is detected.
After that the Sift feature is used to detect the features of
input frame and the forgery frame to identify the forgery
part. After that Parameters are calculated

Figure 1.7: Optical flow on the input frame
ROI Mask
In the figure 1.8. The original frame and the forgery frame is
processed with ROI algorithm and the forgery part of the
video frame is detected.

9. Results
We applied our method and the method in [8] to 10 pairs of
forged and original videos from REWIND dataset. The
result of 07_forged video.avi is showned. After detecting the
forgery region parameters are calculated. Each and every
window displays the different outputs of the research
problems that is defined in the problem formulation. In[8]
manually designed an ROI mask for each video sequence
but we designed ROi part automatically not manually .The
Snap shorts for the result are given below :

Figure 1.8: ROI mark on the forgery frame
DWT and SIFT Results
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p =

Recall (r): Recall shows the probability that a forged frame
is detected. Recall is also known as True Positive Rate. It is
denoted by symbol r. It can be calculated as below:
𝑇𝑃
r =
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
Where
TP (True Positive): is the number of tampered pixels, which
are classified as tampered.
FN (False Negative): is the number of tampered pixels,
which are classified as authentic.
TN (True Negative): is the number of authentic pixels,
which are classified as authentic
FP (False Positive): is the number of authentic pixels, which
are classified as tampered.

Figure 1.9: Result of dwt and sift

10. Performance Evaluation Parameters
Precision (p): Precision denotes the probability that a
detected forgery is truly a forgery. It is denoted by symbol p.
It can be calculated as below:

Table 1: Comparison table for parameters

S. No

Video name (REWIND Dataset)

1
2
3
4

Moving car.avi
Swimming ducks.avi
Cup and elephant.avi
Moving ball.avi

Precision
98.2143
97.4153
97.3121
96.4537

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

Existing Work
Recall
Accuracy
81.1475
95.1608
69.2531
86.3612
51.6820
91.9451
74.5903
93.1073

Precision
99.2454
98.7184
99.1304
97.9489

Proposed Work
Recall
Accuracy
65.1630
97.8587
53.4027
89.5725
46.1734
94.6541
61.0458
95.5904

Comparison of Proposed Method with Existing Method in [8]
Table 2: comparison table for Proposed and existing work

S.
Video name
Total No
Existing Work[1]
Proposed Work
No (REWIND Dataset) of Frame Original Detected Forged Detected Percent age Original Detected Forged Detected Percent age
1
Moving car.avi
412
369
43
10%
350
62
15%
2 Swiming ducks.avi
209
160
49
23%
152
57
27%
3 Cup and elephant.avi
261
210
51
19%
196
65
24%
4
Moving ball.avi
329
282
47
14%
270
63
19%

11. Conclusion
Digital video forensics aims at validating the authenticity of
videos by recovering information about their history. Copypaste forgery, wherein a region from an video is replaced
with another region from the same video (with possible
transformations). Because the copied part come from the
same video, its important properties, such as noise, color
palette and texture, will be compatible with the rest of the
video and thus will be more difficult to distinguish and
detect these parts. Digital video forensics is a brand new
research field which aims at validating the authenticity of
videos by recovering information about their history. The
fundamental problems which research found in the literature
can be categorized into the natural, forgery detection, flow
mapping, and source identification. Therefore, the
originality and authenticity of videos or data in many cases
become challenging problem. In this dissertation, we
propose several new digital forensic techniques to detect
evidence of editing in digital multimedia content. We use
Optical flow, DWT and different filters for forensic tasks
such as identifying cut-and-paste forgeries from JPEG
compressed videos and SIFT. This SIFT based technique is
dependent on feature extraction by using key point
detection. This strategy is for the most part used to Location
of vindictive control with computerized recordings

(advanced frauds) if there should arise an occurrence of
duplicate move assault. The proposed work has been
discovered viable result as correlation with leaving model.
In leaving model 98.2143 exactness quality is figured while
in proposed model we get the estimation of precision
99.2454.The proposed model get more phony Frame when
contrasted with exiting model.

12. Future Work
In future, some other techniques can be used to detect
forgery from videos so as to validate other methodologies
with present technique. In the future we can use real time
videos to detect the copy and paste part with the help of
frames and masking. To detect these different techniques
applied that is DCT, correlation and filters.
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